Cooperativity in the interaction of synthetic CD40L mimetics with CD40 and its implication in cell signaling.
CD40 ligand (CD40L) and CD40 are members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and TNF receptor superfamilies, respectively. Their interaction is crucial for the development of a proper immune response. Intervention on this pathway provides an important ground for new treatments targeting autoimmune diseases or helping to fight infection and cancer. We have recently reported on the structure-based design of synthetic molecules with C3 symmetry, named mini-CD40Ls, that can effectively mimic homotrimeric soluble CD40L. Here we show that substitution of a D-prolyl residue for the glycyl within the Lys-Gly-Tyr-Tyr CD40-binding motif leads to a complete loss of cooperativity in the interaction of the mimetic with its cognate receptor as assessed by surface plasmon resonance experiments. The ability of the modified mini-CD40L to induce apoptosis on both human and murine lymphoma cells was not affected by this mutation. However, it was unable to induce the NF-kappaB pathway in the mouse D1 dendritic cell line, which is essential for its complete maturation, but still activated production of IL-12 p40 mRNA. These differential effects might be partly explained by the change in rigidity of the CD40 recognition element. In this study, we not only point out the consequences of the abrogation of the cooperative property in a ligand-receptor interaction on downstream cellular events but also demonstrate the usefulness of synthetic multivalent ligands in dissecting the complex mechanisms implicated in the signalosome.